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MINUTES 

of the Virtual Annual General Assembly 
11 September 2021 

 

WCF President Kate Caithness welcomed the attendees to the Virtual Annual General Assembly 
2021.  

1 READING OF NOTICE OF MEETING 

As per the Constitution the notice of this meeting was provided on 10th June 2021, the agenda and 
papers had been circulated within the stipulated timeframes allowing the Annual General Assembly 
to be held today the 11th September 2021. 

In order finish the roll call for the meeting CGR proposed to slightly change the order of the agenda 
and to start with items No. 7 and 8 of the agenda. This was accepted by the meeting.  

7 MINUTE OF REMEMBRANCE FOR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES NO LONGER   
   WITH US 
 
Everyone was asked for one minute’s silence for friends who have passed away since the last meeting 
in 2020 and also for those affected by the dreadful events that happened 20 years ago on 11 
September 2001.  
 
8 PRESIDENT’S REPORT - KATE CAITHNESS 

KCA provided a full report on her activities since the last Annual General Assembly held in Cancun, 
Mexico: 

“A warm welcome to our 10th Congress and our 2nd Virtual Annual General Assembly. 

At this time we should have been enjoying the hospitality of our Russian curling friends, in one of 
the most beautiful cities of the world, St Petersburg but sadly, as a result of the international travel 
restrictions due to the ongoing Covid pandemic, the majority of our members were unable to 
attend and we had to take the difficult decision to host this Assembly virtually. 

Over the period I have sent out a President’s Newsletter which has kept you up to date with the 
happenings within our federation, and as a result my report this year is not so lengthy. 

This past season even with the cancellation of some of our World Championships, has been 
extremely busy as can be seen, in our Annual Review which will be available on line following this 
meeting. 

You will not be surprised when I tell you that the cost of COVID is huge.  However, we have been 
prudent over the years and as you will have read from our financial report, I am delighted that we 
remain in a fiscally sound position.   
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With the Beijing Olympic and Paralympic Winter Olympic Games looming, our goal this year, was 
to give our athletes a chance to qualify on the ice, rather than depend on any other system, and I’m 
delighted that this has been achieved.  We have so many people to thank and whose efforts allowed 
our qualifying Championships to go ahead.   

Of course, I want to say a big “thank you” to Curling Canada and Alberta Health.  They rose to the 
challenge when they took the World Women’s Championship into the ‘bubble’ in Calgary, following 
a problem with the event due to take place in Europe. Everyone put their shoulders to the wheel 
to ensure the Calgary events, which of course included our World Men’s Championship happened, 
and I know the athletes were hugely supportive and grateful for all the work carried out on their 
behalf – another example of how world curling is a real family affair. 

We also wish to thank the Scottish Government, who allowed the Mixed Doubles in Aberdeen to 
take place, and of course Curl Aberdeen for the success of this Championship. Twenty teams 
arrived from all over the world and there were no issues, thanks to the discipline of everyone 
involved in dealing with the restrictions.  Once more it speaks volumes about the world of curling. 

The experienced organising team and athletes at Finland’s Kisakallio Sports Institute in Lohja 
adhered to stringent Covid-related rules and protocols, to allow the World Wheelchair-B 
Championship to go ahead according to plan, and are also due our very grateful thanks.   

Everyone travelled to these venues safely, competed safely, and returned home safely … this was 
our biggest concern.  Now we can conclude the Olympic and Paralympic qualification process later 
in the year, through the Wheelchair World Championship and the Olympic Qualifying Events. 

Today you will take important decisions, none more so that electing a new board member, and I 
would like to thank all 5 nominees for applying for the vacant position following Hew Chalmers 
decision not to stand for a further term. I would also take this opportunity of thanking Hew for his 
dedicated contribution to the Federation highlighting his work, in particular with the Development 
Assistance Programme – really excellent work. Of course, we will not be saying good bye to Hew 
who will continue as Chair of our newly formed Nominations Commission who since being formed 
have done sterling work on our behalf.  

Graham Prouse our vice President is standing for a further 4 year term, and is unopposed, but, still 
requires your acclamation. 

The Governance Commission has been busy with the situation regarding Poland and with the new 
constitutional changes which requires your approval. 

The Competition & Rules Commission, as explained earlier this week in our webinar, have been 
working on updating the rule book and proposed new rule changes, which requires your vote today. 
Each of these amendments and proposals have been sent to our Athletes Commission for discussion 
and approval. 

The Structural Review Group has worked tirelessly over the period and today you will vote on the 
proposed changes. 

Maximising the Value Group have also held many meetings, and our recent webinar gave you the 
opportunity to comment on their proposed rule changes which will be trialled over the coming 
season. 
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Our Technical Commission, as ever, meets on a regular basis ensuring that we keep abreast with 
new innovations, and give assistance when required to new builds, and also reconstruction of 
facilities. 

Finance Commission meets regularly to very importantly oversee the financial side of our business 
on your behalf. 

The Federation’s Development work, under the leadership of Scott Arnold, our Head of 
Development, has been exceptional.  What we have achieved in terms of camps and courses is by 
any standard and in any circumstances - never mind the challenges of the world of COVID – first 
class.  I know that Scott is held in high regard by our partners at the World Academy of Sport and 
that the uptake of our courses has been tremendous.  Also, the help being given in the field of 
development, by our bigger countries to our smaller countries, is excellent … this is all clear 
evidence that we’re in a good place. 

I was delighted to see the opening of a new dedicated curling facility in Queenstown on New 
Zealand’s South Island, only the second dedicated facility in the country and, also the many new 
dedicated facilities springing up around the world, in particular within the United States and China. 
This is the bedrock of our sport. 

We have sadly had to say goodbye to Darrell Ell who decided the time was right for him to retire. 
He did outstanding work during his time with the Federation, particularly with the Olympic 
Celebration Tour and also the Business of Curling. He will join us in Las Vegas next year when he 
will have the opportunity to say his farewells.  

We are delighted that Laura Mutch will replace Darrell. Some of you already know Laura who has 
worked with us in the past and I am sure she will be a great addition to the team.  

Also, a warm welcome to Dr Mariann Bardocz-Bencsik who joined the media team this month and 
is also well known to many of you.  

Apart from my work within the federation, I have been kept extremely busy with my other duties 
on various commissions, other sporting federations and sporting bodies. 

A member of the IOC Programme Commission – where we have been busy with the programmes 
for the future Olympic Games namely – Paris 2024, Milan/Cortina 2026. 

Earlier this year I was appointed to the 2024 Gangwon Winter Youth Olympic Games Co-
ordination Commission and spent 3 days in zoom meetings. Next week we will meet once more to 
validate the Master Plan and take a decision on the exact Dates for the Games prior to our site visit 
early next year. 

A member of the IOC Beijing 2022 Co-ordination Commission – as the games draw near we will 
have our final site meeting in November and everything appears to be ready and in good order. 

Board member of GAISF  - Global Association of International Sport Federations and also part for 
the steering committee where we are discussing the future of the Federation 

Board Member of IMGA – International Master Games Association and also on the task force to 
implement changes to the Governance of the Association 

A member of the Advisory Council and board member of the World Academy of Sport  
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In March of this year I was humbled to be the recipient of the International Paralympic Committee 
2021 International Women’s Day Recognition Award in the Builder Category which is an honour 
we should all share in as a testament to our excellent relationship with the IPC. 

In closing I should say how happy I am that despite all the challenges we have had to face throughout 
the past year we and the sport is in excellent shape. 

This is of course can be attributed to our excellent staff under the leadership of our Secretary 
General Colin all of whom have worked diligently albeit in the main from their homes and can I say 
a big thank you to the Board and members of the various committees and commissions who have 
worked tirelessly over the period.” 

2 REPORT ON CREDENTIALS OF REPRESENTATIVES AND QUORUM 

The following attendance was recorded: 

Kate Caithness CBE (KCA)  Scotland President 
Graham Prouse (GPR)   Canada  Vice-President (Americas)  
Bent Ånund Ramsfjell (BRA)   Norway  Vice President (Europe)  
Hugh Millikin (HMI)    Australia  Vice-President (Pacific-Asia)  
Beau Welling (BWE)    USA   Director  
Cathrine Lindahl (CLI)   Sweden  Director  
Hew Chalmers (HCH)   Scotland  Director  
Toyo Ogawa (TOG)    Japan   Director  
 
Colin Grahamslaw (CGR)  Secretary General 
Eeva Röthlisberger (ERÖ)  Head of Competitions 
Richard Harding (RHA)  Head of Broadcasting 
 
Scott Arnold (SAR)   Head of Development 
Chris Hamilton (CHA)  Head of Media 
Darrell Ell (DEL)   Competitions & Development Officer  
Karri Willms (KWI)   Competitions & Development Officer 
Jiri Snitil (JSN)    Competitions & Development Officer 
Laura Mutch    Competitions & Development Officer 
Liz Munro (LMU)   Office Manager 
Saskia Müller-Gastell (SMG)  Projects Officer 
Emily Dwyer    Media Officer 
Mariann Bardocz-Bencsik  Media Officer 
Ashley Melville (AME)   IT Officer 
Rhona Howie    Logistics & Equipment Officer 
Susan Keith    Anti-Doping Officer    
Gill Amatt    Administrator 
Sylvie Aubrit    World Curling TV 
Belinda Bantle-Carboni  World Curling TV 
 
Representatives of Full Members 

RCCC Rob Niven 
Bruce Crawford 
Bob Kelly 
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Andorra Josep Garcia 
 Monica Lopez 
Australia Kim Forge 
  John Anderson 
Austria   Philipp Eichinger 
Belarus   Oleg Lavrentiev 
   Inesa Pauliuchyk 
Brazil   Sergio Mitsuo Vilela 
   Alessandra Regina Silva de Barros 
Canada  Amy Nixon 

Donna Krotz 
Chana Martinau   
Michael Szajewski 

China   Li Dongyan 
Yu Haiyan 

Chinese Taipei Amanda Yi-Hsuan Chou 
Brendon Bor-Kai Liu 

Croatia  Neven Pufnik 
Czech Republic David Šik 

Karolína Frederiksen 
Denmark  Henrik Christoffersen 

Rikke Jensen 
England  John Brown 

Alison Arthur 
Estonia   Fred Randver 

Juuli Liit 
Finland   Katja Kiiskinen 
   Lauri Ikävalko 
Germany  Bernhard Mayr 

Christina Haller 
Guyana  Rayad F Hussain 

Farzana A Hussain 
Hong Kong  Jason Chang 

Yuen Ting Ashura Wong 
Hungary  Gyorgy Nagy  

Blanka Dencsö 
Ireland   Eoin McCrossan 

Carolyn Hibberd 
Japan   Yuhei Kusui 

Terri Johnston 
Tomoyoshi Kinoshita 

Korea   Seul Bee Lee 
   Yong-Bin Kim 
Latvia   Raimonds Vaivods 
   Linda Mangale 
Lithuania  Tadas Vyskupaitis 
   Gintare Skroliene 
Luxembourg  Susanne Benoy-Göbel 
Mexico   Rodrigo Velez Escudero 

Paula Herrera Moreno 
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Netherlands  Jules Broex 
Heleen Van Ketwich Verschuur 

New Zealand  Lorne de Pape 
Nigeria   Daniel Damola 

Henrietta O. Daniel 
Norway  Morten Søgård 

Grethe Brenna 
Dagfinn Loen 

Qatar   Dalia Ahmad Al-Adaoui 
   Rashid Majed Al-Sulaiti 
Romania  Cristian Matau 
Russia   Ekaterina Galkina 

Olga Andrianova 
Konstantin Zadvornov 
Olga Zharkova 

Saudi Arabia  Alastair Fyfe 
Elaine Fyfe 

Slovakia  Slavka Makovnikova 
Slovenia  Gregor Rigler 
Spain   Frank Gonzalez 
Sweden  Michael Marklund 

Alison Kreviazuk 
Stefan Lund 

Switzerland  Freddy Meister  
Michael Lips  
Imogen Oona Lehman 

Ukraine  Alex Perevezentsev 
Natalia Menzhega 

USA   Jeff Plush 
Rich Lepping  
Jennifer Stannard 
Allison Pottinger 

Wales   Adrian Meikle 
Lisa Peters 

 
Representatives of Provisional Members 
 
Kazakhstan  Viktor Kim 
Portugal  Fiona Grace Simpson 
   Pedro Flavio Martins 
 
Representatives of Conditional Members 
 
India   Dr Rashmi Saluja 
Kuwait   Azari Nassar Al-Shammari 
 
Proxies 
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Member Association      Representative  Proxy Holder 
Austria Veronika Huber   Philipp Eichinger (AUT) 
Croatia Katarina Cadez   Neven Pufnik (CRO) 
Luxembourg Alex Benoy   Susanne Benoy-Göbel (LUX) 
New Zealand Carroll de Pape   Lorne de Pape (NZL) 
Scotland Susan Kesley   Bruce Crawford (SCO) 
Slovenia Marusa Gorisek   Gregor Rigler (SLO) 
Slovakia Pavol Pitonak   Slavka Makovnikova (SVK) 
Switzerland Marco Faoro   Freddy Meister (SUI) 
 
Observers 
Canada   Katherine Henderson 
    Jill Officer 
    Nolan Thiessen 
Czech Republic  Karel Kubeska 
Denmark   Susanne Slotsager 
France    Keith Wendorf 
Greece   Georgios Smyrnaios 
Ireland    John Burns 
Japan    Naoki Iwanaga 
Luxembourg   Karen Wauters 
New Zealand   Hans Frauenlob 
Norway   Paal Trulsen 
Poland    Anna Majer Krukowska (Polish NOC) 
    Maciej Sokolowski 
Sweden   Paul Ahlgren 
Switzerland   Tom Seger 

Claude Hollenstein (Infront) 
USA    Courtney Schmidt 
    Mark Swandby 
 
Attendance and Proxies 
Representatives present     87 
Representatives by proxy      8 
Votes present               195 
Votes by proxy     19 
Total votes present and proxy           214 
Members Associations present   42   
Provisional Members present                 2 
Conditional Members present     2 
Zones present         3    

 

CGR advised the Member Associations (MAs) that there was a quorum. He confirmed that Lumi 
Global would be the teller of this meeting and is overseen by Paul Ahlgren.  

CGR confirmed that the WCF regalia (medals and badges) for new WCF representatives would be 
presented at the next Annual General Assembly 2022.  
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3 EXCLUSION / SUSPENSION OF A MEMBER ASSOCIATION 

A summary of this item can be found in Appendix 1 to these minutes.  

Resolution: To exclude the Polish Curling Association from membership of the World Curling 
Federation. 

Proposed by Amy Nixon 
Seconded by Sergio Mitsuo Vilela 

and approved by majority (179 votes in favour of exclusion) 
 

4 APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

The agenda was unanimously approved.  
 
5 READING OF THE MINUTES OF THE LAST GENERAL ASSEMBLY AND  
    APPROVAL THEREOF 
 
The minutes were taken as read. The minutes were approved unanimously.  
 
6 BUSINESS ARISING OUT OF THE MINUTES 
 
None 
 
9 REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND COMMITTEES 

CGR advised that all reports had been posted online earlier during the week. He expressed his 
hope that everybody had had a chance to review them.  
 
The reports can still be viewed here: https://worldcurling.org/congress2021-presentations/ 
 
There were no questions. 
 
10 REPORT OF AUDITORS (CGR) 

CGR reported that the WCF had received a clean audit. It had been confirmed by the auditors that 
the financial statements give a true and fair view of Federation’s affairs.  

 

11 RECEIVE THE FINANCIAL REPORT, AUDITED STATEMENT AND  
     DISCHARGE TO BOARD (CGR) 
 
CGR advised that the Finance report had been placed online earlier during the week. The Final 
Accounts for the year end 30 June 2021 had been distributed earlier. The WCF had been able to 
end the year in a positive financial position mainly due to sales of investments that the WCF held 
and which it managed to sell at profit. The approval of the members and discharge to the Board 
was 

 Proposed by John Brown 
Seconded by Josep Garcia 

and approved unanimously 
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12 APPOINTMENT OF THE AUDITORS (CGR) 
 

It was proposed that Mazars, Edinburgh be re-appointed Auditors for the year to 30 June 2022. 
 

Proposed by Terri Johnston 
Seconded by Henrik Christoffersen 

and approved unanimously 
 

13 PRESENTATION OF THE BUDGET (CGR) 
 
Colin Grahamslaw explained that the budget had been part of the online financial presentation 
earlier in the week and had been distributed in hard copy format as well. WCF is budgeting for a 
significant deficit this year which is absolutely normal in an Olympic year. 
 
14 APPROVAL OF ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS (CGR) 
 
Currently there is no proposal to increase the amount of the annual subscriptions. 

15 RESOLUTIONS (CGR) 
 
Constitutional Amendments 
 
CGR explained that there are the following nine proposals from the Structural Review Group: 

 
Proposal 1 - LIST OF MEMBERS 
BACKGROUND 
With the membership of the WCF listed in the current constitution every time a new member is 
accepted the constitution needs updated. This is not required under the Swiss Legal Code therefore 
it is proposed to remove the requirement from the constitution and display the list on the web-
site. 
 
MEMBERS 
• The WCF is composed of Member Associations within a number of zones as determined by the   
  General Assembly 
• Any new Member Association accepted into Membership is immediately incorporated into one of  
  the zones of the WCF.  
• The Member Associations of each zone are listed on the WCF web-site. 
Bye-Law 2 would be removed and marked as Unused. 
 
Proposal 2 - GENDER EQUALITY (MEMBER REPS) 
BACKGROUND 
Currently the WCF constitution requires MAs to name at least one man and one woman as a 
representative. It is felt that this should go further and therefore for those MAs with four reps they 
should name two men and two women. 
 
Proposal 3 - BOARD COMPOSITION 
BACKGROUND 
Following the work of the SRG the structure of the Board is altered to have a President, two Vice 
Presidents and five Directors elected by the Membership. Additionally, there will be the opportunity 
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for the Board to appoint two independent Directors to serve on the Board with a vote and the 
Chair of the Athlete Commission who will serve on the Board without a vote. The attendance of 
the Secretary General without a vote is also clarified. 
 
Proposal 4 - NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE 
BACKGROUND 
Having put the new Nominations Committee into operation there are two changes suggested to 
the rule approved last year. The first is a minor wording change as the Committee are not seeking 
out or soliciting nominations, they are encouraging them. The second relates to not having former 
Board members serve on the Committee. On reflection this is felt to be too restrictive and prevents 
access to a very useful knowledge base particularly when it is hard for serving Board members to 
be on the Committee as they will be regularly standing for re-election. 
 
Proposal 5 - ORDER OF ELECTIONS 
BACKGROUND 
There is a number error in this section that has been in place since the first draft of the constitution. 
 
Proposal 6 - TIMING of ELECTIONS 
BACKGROUND 
There are a significant number of changes to this section of the constitution, these relate to the 
change in the structure of the Board and the years in which certain positions are elected to the 
Board. 
 
Proposal 7 - VACANCIES ON THE BOARD 
BACKGROUND 
This needs updated as Vice Presidents are no longer Zonal. 
 
Proposal 8 - COMMISSION STRUCTURES 
BACKGROUND 
This is just an update to actual working practices. The work of the Judicial Commission is covered 
by the Code of Ethics and Disciplinary Procedures, and the Chair of the Athlete Commission is 
appointed by the Athletes 
 
Proposal 9 - SUBSCRIPTIONS 
BACKGROUND 
Due to the timing of the AGA at the end of August start of September it is possible some MAs may 
not have paid their subscriptions before the AGA, therefore it is suggested to move the date of 
payment to ensure all subscriptions are paid prior to the AGA and all those voting are in good 
standing. 
 
As advised earlier during the week it was intended to vote on all nine proposals in a single vote and 
no-one had indicated any disagreement with this.CGR added that a 2/3 majority of those present 
would be needed.  
 
Resolution: To accept proposals 1 to 9 from the Structural Review Group 
 

Proposed by Freddy Meister 
Seconded by Amy Nixon 

and approved by majority (98,49% in favour) 
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Rules of Curling 
 
CGR explained that WCF had been asked to simplify the process of voting on the rules. Therefore, 
motions would only be voted on individually if they had been identified in advance. The other 
changes would be grouped together and taken in a single vote. 

There had been a request to vote on xi) as an individual motion; vii) has an amendment and so will 
also be voted on individually. The remainder would be grouped together.  
 
The individual votes were dealt with first.  
 
vii) Post Round Robin games C9 (d) 
 
The current WCF rule book does not mention anything if both teams involved in a post round 
robin game can’t play each other. For the 2020-2021 season, we had an emergency rule in place 
which says that for the gold medal game, both teams will be ranked 2nd, for the bronze-medal game 
both teams will be ranked 4th.  
 
Rationale: We recommend adding a new subpoint to rule in C9 (d) (ii), saying: 
If a post round robin game which determines final ranking cannot be played as both teams are 
unavailable to compete, the teams will be ranked equally in the lower position and listed by their 3-
letter codes. The only exception to this would be when the rank also determines promotion / 
relegation. In that case the teams would still be ranked equally in the lower position, but the decision 
of promotion / relegation will be based on which team was ranked higher at the end of the round 
robin portion of the event. 
 
Recommendation:  
Supported by the C&R Commission – Yes; Supported by the Athlete Commission – Yes 
 
The motion was 
 

Proposed by Daniel Damola 
Seconded by Terri Johnston 

 
The following amendment had been received from the of the Royal Caledonian Curling Club 
(RCCC): 
 
Delete the word ‘lower’ where it occurs with ‘higher’ 
 
RCC rationale: We suggest the following amendment for the following reasons. The change from 
“lower” to “higher“ can only benefit the teams and their MA if a game cannot be played through no 
fault of their own, athletes would potentially be disadvantaged in terms of funding within their 
country if the result placed them lower and therefore out of the medal results, so we believe our 
proposal is a more positive outcome for all, creating joint winners rather than joint runners-up. 
 
Bruce Crawford (SCO) added: In a situation where the WCF determines that both teams are unable 
to compete this will be due to a rare and serious situation. This is not the athlete’s choice. For 
instance, if a final count takes place those teams we believe should be presented as first equal, not 
second equal. There are no disadvantages to this outcome. We need to look after the best interests 
of the athletes so we ask voting members to support this amendment.  
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The amendment was  

Proposed by Bruce Crawford  
Seconded by Freddy Meister 

and approved by majority (55,05% in favour) 
 

 
The amendment was now incorporated into the main motion. The main motion including 
amendment was then approved by majority (96% in favour). 
 
xi) Playing System WMCC and WWCC  
 
For the Play-off System we currently say for the semi-final games that the 1st ranked team is playing 
against the lowest ranked winner (e.g.6) and the 2nd ranked team playing the other team. This 
makes it really challenging for everybody involved, as no-one knows who is playing whom and 
especially when.  
 
We recommend changing that to a fixed play-off system. 
 
Rationale: Change to: The 1st ranked team will play against the winner of the 4v5 game and the 2nd 
ranked team will play against the winner of the 3v6 game. 
 
Recommendation:  
Supported by the C&R Commission – Yes; Supported by the Athlete Commission – Yes 
 
The motion was 

Proposed by Rayad F Hussain 
Seconded by Alessandra Regina Silva de Barros 

 
Alison Kreviazuk (SWE) added that Sweden was fully understanding the rationale for this motion 
but felt that the C&R Commission should review the “when”-question. The rule change addresses 
“who plays who” but does not address the question “who plays when”. CGR replied that the “when-
question” would be passed back to the C&R Commission and the broadcast team for them to look 
at.  
 
The motion was then approved by majority (99,01% in favour). 
 
Grouped motion  
 
The remaining rule changes motions had been listed in the order paper and had been reviewed 
during the webinar on 6 September 2021.  
 
To approve the proposed rule changes i to vi, viii to x and xii to xiv was 
 

Proposed by Rob Niven 
Seconded by Kim Forge 

and approved unanimously 
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xv) Pan Continental Curling Championships 
 
The following rule changes were proposed to allow for the introduction of a Pan Continental 
Curling Championship (PCCC) and its impact on the qualification for the World Championship. 
 
Additionally, if accepted the Pacific-Asia Curling Championship, the Americas Challenge and the 
World Qualification Event will be removed from the rule book as they are no longer required. 

 
The PCCC would have two divisions (A and B). There would be 8 teams in the A-Division with a 
single team being promoted/relegated. For the first edition the A Division would be made up of the 
top 5 Pacific-Asia MAs and the top 3 Americas MAs from the World Rankings. The B-Division 
would be open to all remaining MAs in the Americas and Pacific-Asia zones.  
 
In terms of going forward to the World Curling Championships it is proposed that 7 teams qualify 
from the European Curling Championships (ECC), 5 from the Pan Continental Curling 
Championship (PCCC) and the last team in each event would be determined through a single Wild 
Card game. The Wild Card game will take place at the Men’s and Women’s World Championships 
prior to the start of the Round Robin phase. In the Wild Card game the teams qualifying for that 
game from the ECC and the PCCC will play off to determine the final qualifier for that World 
Championship. The Wild Card game will be a single game following all WCF rules for knock-out 
games. 

The above rule changes were  
Proposed by Katja Kiiskinen 
Seconded by Terri Johnston 

 
The following amendment had been received from the of the Australian Curling Federation: 
 
Amendment 1: Australian Curling Federation 
 
When the selection of the teams for the A Division in the first season is defined, add the following 
text: 
 
Any team that drops out of the top 5 ranking due to them not being able to participate in the 2021 
PACC due to COVID restrictions will receive a place in the A Division of the PCCC in 2022 
increasing the number of teams in the division beyond 8, the number of teams relegated from the 
2022 PCCC will be increased as appropriate to ensure the 2023 PCCC returns to 8 teams.  
 
Rationale:  
Due to travel restrictions imposed in connection with the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic some MAs 
are unable to travel to the 2021 PACC. This could result in them dropping in the World Rankings 
and missing out on the A Division in 2022. 
 
This amendment was supported by the C&R and AC 
 
Amendment 1 was  

Proposed by Kim Forge 
Seconded by Lorne de Pape 

and approved by majority (98,91% in favour) 
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Amendment 1 was now incorporated into the main motion.  
 
The following amendment had been received from the Royal Caledonian Curling Club (RCCC): 
 
Amendment 2: Royal Caledonian Curling Club 
 
Include within the rule that: The host of the World Championships must play PCCC or the ECC  
 
Rationale: An MA should play in the PCCC or ECC even if they are the host of the WCC as these 
are significant events in their own right. 
 
This amendment is supported by the C&R 
 
Amendment 2 was  

Proposed by Bruce Crawford 
Seconded by Rayad F Hussain 

and approved by majority (94,79% in favour) 
 

Amendment 2 was now incorporated into the main motion.  
 
The following amendment had been received from the Royal Caledonian Curling Club (RCCC): 
 
Amendment 3: Royal Caledonian Curling Club 
 
The Wild Card game should be removed from the proposal and replaced with the Aggregate 
Performance of the top 5 teams from each Zone at the previous WCC – the better performing 
zone wins 13th spot at the following year’s WCC 
 
Rationale: The Wild Card Game should not be included for the following reasons: 
 

 Time and cost for teams to travel for just one game 
 Environmental cost of travel for a single game 

 
Furthermore, this proposal gives hosts and broadcasters more time and greater certainty for 
logistics and allows teams to prepare fully for the competition. 
 
Bruce Crawford (SCO) added: Implementing amendment 3 would mean that there would be a fair 
and transparent process in place with many advantages, such as: 
 
- The WCF and the event hosts would benefit from certainty and would know which team is 

going to compete four months in advance, not the day before the start of the event 
- Fans and family members from the teams would be able to purchase tickets and plan their travel 

and book their accommodation which all benefit the hosts 
- The broadcast schedule could be released earlier and the broadcast rights sold in the relevant 

territories 
- Teams would benefit more from knowing they had qualified in October or November, not 

March or April and could prepare for the competition rather than have a one-off game on 
unpredictable fresh ice with newly papered stones where a single pick-up could change results 
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So therefore, the RCCC urged the Member Associations to vote in support of this amendment to 
benefit the WCF, the event hosts and to enable the teams and athletes to be fully prepared 
 
Amendment 3 was  

Proposed by Bruce Crawford 
Seconded by Stefan Lund 

 
Hugh Millikin explained that certainly the WCF is concerned about the environmental impact and 
looking at this championships opportunity the C&R Commission members realised that the PCCC 
along with the Wild Card game would reduce the number of flights by 14 compared to the current 
system. The key thing was that the Wild Card games expands the Worlds to 14 teams and Olympic 
Qualification Points would be awarded for all 14 teams. Obtaining Olympic points should open 
funding opportunities for Member Associations. The Commission also believed that the Wild Card 
proposal is the best comparison of the next best team to qualify for the World Championships. 
Also, the team that loses still has a huge benefit because they were given the chance to play a game 
in a World event environment. The C&R Commission therefore believes that the Wild Card game 
is in the best interest of the WCF Member Associations and in the best spirit of Curling.  
 
CGR confirmed that teams at the World Championships have their accommodation costs covered.  
 
Amendment 3 was 

approved by majority (56,22% in favour) 
 

Amendment 3 was now incorporated into the main motion.  
 
The main motion including amendment 1, 2 and 3 was 
 

approved by majority (90,05% in favour) 
 

xvi) Proposals from the Maximising the Value Group 
 
The Maximising the Value Group proposed the Board of the WCF have the authority to introduce 
the following three trial rules to be used at the World Men’s, World Women’s and World Juniors 
 
1. Thinking Time per end will replace the current Thinking Time rules. 4 minutes per end for 
the first 5 ends and 4 minutes 15 seconds for the remaining ends will be allowed. If a team runs out 
of time at one end the other team will be allowed to deliver their remaining stones, provided they 
can do so within their remaining time and then the end score will be calculated. If they also run out 
of time, then the score will be calculated at the point where the second team runs out of time. 
 
2. No tick shot rule. If a stone is touching the centre line within the free guard zone it may not 
be moved by an opponent’s stone until after the 5th stone of the end has been played. If it is moved, 
then the delivered stone will be removed and the moved stone replaced by the non-offending team 
to the position prior to the violation. 
 
3. No extra ends in the round robin stage. A team winning a game will receive 3 points for the 
win. If a game is tied each team will select one player to play a draw to the button; the team closest 
to the button will receive 2 points the other team will receive 1 point. The standings for the round 
robin will be calculated first on the total number of points gained by the teams. If two or more 
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teams have the same number of points, the team with the greater number of wins within 10 ends 
will be ranked higher, if the teams are still tied then the normal WCF ranking rules will apply. 
 
The exact wording will be finalised after further consultation with the Competition and Rules 
Commission and Athlete Commission. 
 

Proposed by Yuhei Kusui 
Seconded by Sergio Mitsuo Vilela  

 
The following amendment had been received from the Royal Caledonian Curling Club (RCCC): 
 
Amendment: Royal Caledonian Curling Club 
 
The trial rules should only be used at WMCC and WWCC, not WJCC.   
 
Rationale: There is no penalty for poor performance for teams at World Men and World Women 
but for World Juniors there is the real risk of relegation for the three lowest ranked teams, so it is 
not a great event for experimentation.  This season such a trial would disadvantage teams from 
countries that had not had much competition so unable to practice with the new rules in advance 
of the competitions.  
 
Bruce Crawford (SCO) added: Our amendment protects the integrity of the sport of all players at 
the World Juniors. It is the biggest stage of their life and we must show appreciation and respect 
for the young teams that would be affected. Many of the juniors have not played Curling for the last 
18 months, some are still not back on the ice. So, making fundamental changes are likely to have a 
negative impact on many of the teams. Teams that under-perform at the Men’s and Women’s 
championships have no penalty for poor performance, so those events are ideal places to trial new 
rules and formats in an Olympic season when there are no Olympic points at stake. We therefore 
support that part of the proposal for trials at the Men’s and Women’s championships. At World 
Juniors the last three teams for each gender face relegation and we believe it is unfair to burden 
them with the new rules that fundamentally change the way the game is played and scored. New 
rules should be set at the Congress so teams can start training and playing with the new rules from 
the start of the season and all teams will be treated equally. MAs need to adjust the rules for their 
qualification competitions and the WJBCC should also use the same rules as the juniors. The WJCC 
is a serious event for young players and we must respect the athletes which is why we ask you to 
support our amendment.  
 
The Scottish amendment was 

Proposed by Bruce Crawford 
Seconded by Freddy Meister  

 
Graham Prouse (GPR) replied that the concerns are understood. However, rather than taking this 
decision today the WCF would prefer that the consultation process be allowed to proceed as there 
may be ideas that come through that would allow some or all of the proposals to be adapted to the 
juniors in a way that would be acceptable to the Member Associations. WCF would prefer to leave 
the opportunity open to at least trial some of the rules.  
 
GPR added that the process would consist of two parts: 
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- Consultation: It is our intention to consult vigorously and meaningfully on these rules and we 
envision a couple of opportunities  

- Approval: We have asked for abandoning the usual process of approval of rules to allow for 
broad consultation 
 

GPR assured the members that if the feedback to the Board through the consultation process is 
such that it is clear that there is no support for including these at the Juniors it would be taken very, 
very seriously. It would be greatly appreciated if the Member Associations could leave the 
opportunity for discussion in relation to the juniors.  
 
Amy Nixon (CAN) said that Scotland had made some excellent points in the amendment and it 
seemed that also other nations have concerns about the juniors and those are shared and 
understood. However, the points that GPR had made are true. The WCF Board is not necessarily 
going to engage in all three events. It is a great opportunity for the WCF Board to engage in 
consultation on these three potential rules and I think we should let them do it. 
 
Bruce Crawford (SCO) replied that one of the key issues was timing and the timing is not suitable 
for making changes. The teams want to have clarity now at the beginning of the season not sometime 
during the season.  
 
Alison Arthur (ENG) agreed that the timing of this motion was not right and advised that England 
would support the Scottish amendment 
 
The Scottish amendment was 

approved by majority (59,38% in favour) 
 
The Scottish Amendment was now incorporated into the main motion.  
 
Before the vote was taken GPR thanked the members of the MTV-group for their hard work. He 
explained that the fundamental rationale for the three proposed rules is to address pace of play, 
the length of game in time, avoiding predictability of outcomes and reduce the number of blank 
ends.  
 
The main motion including the Scottish amendment (so excluding the WJCC) was 
 

approved by majority (81,77% in favour) 
 
Rule changes proposed by Member Associations 
 
i) Swedish Curling Association – Hotel costs players World Junior Curling Championships 
 
The Swedish Curling Association (SCA) proposed a change in the policy for hosting World Junior 
Championship that states that all hotel costs must be paid for by participating teams.     
  
Recommended Changes – Accommodation 
- The LOC shall arrange accommodation for competing players at a suitable hotel.  
- Player Accommodation 3 twin rooms per team for 11 nights - Paid for by participating teams 
- Arrival of teams prior to the start of the 11 nights - Paid for by participating teams 
- Additionally, a minimum of 20 rooms per night to be held in the same hotel as the teams until 

a mutually agreed date for use by additional team personnel - Paid for by participating teams 
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Rationale behind the motion: 
There is a lack of interest from MAs in hosting World Junior Championships. The way costs are 
divided today, LOCs are expected to pay for three twin rooms per team for 11 nights each. This 
means that player hotel costs are roughly 60% of the entire budget. This constitutes a major factor 
of uncertainty and makes it difficult to find countries and destinations who are willing to host a 
World Junior Curling Championship - most of all in European countries. The hotel costs in 
combination with the challenge of finding sponsors for a World Junior Championship creates an 
unbalanced budget and a huge risk of financial loss for the LOC/Host. 
 
Implementation 
We suggest this change to be applied to World Junior Championships as early as the 2021-2022 
season. 
 
The motion was 

Proposed by Stefan Lund 
Seconded by Bruce Crawford 

and approved by majority (70,29% in favour) 
 

ii) Swedish Curling Association – changes to the WCF’s Constitution 
 

Swedish Curling Association proposed changes to the WCF’s Constitution. The purpose of the 
suggested changes is to communicate clearly that our sport is and wishes to be an inclusive space 
for all.  
 
More specific, Swedish Curling Association moved to explicitly include ethnicity, gender, gender 
identity, age and physical ability or attributes as grounds where discrimination needs to be rejected.  
 
We believe that the suggested changes to language in the constitution is an important way to show 
where we stand and something that will send a positive message about the intent of curling, 
regarding our strive for inclusiveness and equality. 
 
Recommended Changes – Constitution clause 5.3 
We propose an amendment to the WCF Constitution to change clause 5.3 to expand the definition 
of discrimination that is incompatible with membership of the WCF: 
Current clause: Any form of discrimination with regard to a Member Association, or a person, 
on grounds of race, religion, politics, gender or any other harassment, is incompatible with 
membership of the WCF 
 
Proposed clause: Any form of discrimination with regard to a Member Association, or a person, 
on whatever grounds, be it race, colour, ethnicity, sex, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status, 
age, physical ability or attributes or any form of harassment, be it physical, verbal, psychological, 
personal, professional, sexual, racial, age-related or identity-related, is incompatible with 
membership of the WCF 
 
Recommended changes to 24. LANGUAGE AND INTERPRETATION 
Reasoning: In order not to be exclusive, wording should always be gender neutral and describing 
the role of the person, rather than their gender. For example: The official, the ice maker or the 
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athlete. Determination of gender in text, is only made when regarding a specific individual where 
correct (preferred) gender is known. 
We propose: That WCF look at the language used in all its rules, regulations, policy, and strategy 
documents so that clause 24.3 is no longer necessary. 
Current: 24.3. Whenever the word indicating the masculine is used, it also includes the feminine. 
 
Stefan Lund (SWE) explained that Sweden would like to withdraw this motion but would like the 
SRG to handle this issue so that a decision can be taken at the AGA 2022.  
 
16 ELECTIONS (CGR) 
 
The following WCF Board members were elected:  
 
Election Vice-President 
 
Graham Prouse (CAN) - Vice-President Americas  
was elected by acclamation (being the only candidate) 
 
President Kate Caithness congratulated Graham Prouse on his re-election with the following words: 
 
“Graham – Many congratulations Graham and I know how valued you are as Vice President of the 
Americas zone and also as a member of the Board. There is much to do over the coming years in 
particular with your work with the Maximising the Value Group. On a personal note, can I thank 
you for all your support during our time together in office and I very much look forward to working 
with you over the next 12 months.” 
 
Graham Prouse thanked the members for their confidence and their support over the past 11 years 
on the WCF Board. He added that it was a privilege to serve on the WCF Board. He thanked the 
WCF staff, in particular Colin Grahamslaw for his support and counsel. Last but not least he thanked 
his wife Sandy for her support without which he would not be able to undertake this.  
 
Election Director (Position 1) 
 
There were five candidates as follows: 
 
Karel KUBEŠKA (CZE) 
Robin NIVEN (SCO) 
Susanne SLOTSAGER (DEN) 
Sergio Mitsuo VILELA (BRA) 
Keith WENDORF (FRA) 
 
CGR clarified that if no candidate reaches more than 50% then the candidate with the lowest 
number of votes would drop out and a next ballot would follow. If two candidates are tied in the 
bottom position then there would be a run-off between the two candidates. 
 
After four ballots Robin Niven (SCO) – Director (Position 1) was elected. 
 
President Kate Caithness welcomed Robin Niven to the WCF Board with the following words: “I 
look forward to welcoming you in person to the Board at our first opportunity. I know you will be 
an asset to the Federation and will work hard to ensure the future of our Federation.” 
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Robin Niven thanked the Member Associations for electing him and said he feels proud and 
privileged about being a WCF Board Member now.  
 
President Kate Caithness thanked the other candidates and said: “We sincerely thank you for 
putting forward your nomination as a candidate for a position on the Board. Any one of the 
nominees would have been an excellent addition to the Board and I sincerely hope this will not 
dissuade you from applying in the future.” 
 
The President then thanked the outgoing Director Hew Chalmers with the following words: 
 
“I would like to take this opportunity of thanking Hew once more for his work with the Federation 
over the past 14 years. He joined the Federation as a Scottish Representative in 2007 until his 
election to the Board in 2014. As I said in my President’s report Hew’s work during the past 7 years 
has been mainly with the Development Assistance Programme working closely with Scott Arnold 
our Head of Development where many new and exciting initiatives have been added to the 
Programme. 

Of course, this is only part of his work as a Board Member and we have been so grateful for all his 
good council throughout his time in office. We are delighted that he accepted the position as Chair 
of the Nominations Commission and so we will not be losing him altogether.  

I know how much Hew would have enjoyed being with everyone in person to say his farewells but 
all going well he will join us at some future event. In the meantime we have a small engraved gift 
which we will forward to you.” 

 
Hew Chalmers thanked Kate for the very kind words. He felt extremely proud to have served as 
WCF Board Member. He congratulated both Graham Prouse and Robin Niven on their elections. 
He thanked those who had helped and supported him over the years: the WCF Member 
Associations, the RCCC, his fellow Board Directors and of course he could not have done this 
without the love and support of his family. He also thanked the WCF staff, in particular Colin 
Grahamslaw.  
 
17 ACCEPTANCE OF NEW MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS (CGR) 
 
The following conditional members of the World Curling Federation are proposed for Provisional 
Membership: 
 
- Curling Federation of India 
- Kenya Curling Federation 
- Turkmenistan Curling Federation 
 
CGR explained that India, Kenya and Turkmenistan, had worked with WCF during their Conditional 
Membership year and it is now recommended to have them as provisional members which will 
allow them to start entering competitions and will assist with the raising of the profile of our sport 
in their country. 
 
The approval of India’s move to Provisional Membership is conditional linked to a vote that is taking 
place at a meeting of the Indian Olympic Association today to approve their recognition. We ask 
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you to accept them as Provisional members on the understanding that their IOA membership will 
be approved. If it is not then they will remain Conditional members. 
 
Bolivia was originally on the list but are not ready to move up yet.  
 
The motion to elevate the three members India, Kenya and Turkmenistan from Conditional to 
Provisional Membership was 

Proposed by Kim Forge 
Seconded by Stefan Lund 

and approved unanimously 
 
18 DATE AND LOCATION OF NEXT MEETINGS AND NEXT GENERAL 
ASSEMBLY (CGR) 
 
CGR confirmed that Open Meetings for Member Associations would be held at the World Men’s 
Curling Championship, April 2022 (Las Vegas, USA) 
 
The 2022 Annual Congress will be held in Lausanne, Switzerland - Open Meetings 9th and 10th 
September, Annual General Assembly 11th September 2022. 
 
19 Any other business (CGR) 
 
Hugh Millikin presented a poem to President Kate Caithness with the title: “Kate – one year to go!” 
 
The President closed the Assembly with the following remarks: 
 
“Now it’s time to bring some closing remarks to what has been a very successful Annual General 
Assembly albeit held virtually. I would like to take this opportunity of looking forward to what will 
be my final year in office. 

Next February and March, we have the chance to showcase Curling to the biggest audience on the 
international stage in the Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.  

Mixed doubles gets underway before the opening ceremony and we have daily coverage until the 
final day, when the women’s final is among the very last events to be staged.  We have an unrivalled 
opportunity for exposure during the Olympics, which will be followed thereafter with our 
wheelchair curling featuring every day of the Paralympic Games.    

I hope everyone is prepared to take advantage of this exposure and be rewarded with an upsurge 
of interest and membership of our sport, as was evident in the United States after their Men’s Team 
won gold in PyeongChang.   

The legacy from each of the winter games is so very important and we are delighted that Beijing’s 
legacy will include a new five-sheet facility available for general use in the Olympic Park while new 
curling ice and activity is being developed across the country with a huge increase in the number of 
curlers.   

I hope that each one of us will do all we can to give continuing impetus to maintain and grow our 
sport beyond its already high profile. 
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As we continue to recover from the COVID pandemic our competition calendar is extremely busy 
as we see the return of many of our cancelled Championships together with the qualification events 
scheduled for Finland, the Netherlands and Turkey. 

I am particularly pleased that we will now have parity across our Olympic events with the addition 
of two extra Mixed Doubles Teams and now have ten men’s teams, ten women’s teams, and ten 
mixed doubles teams. We’ve come a long way from the Nagano Games of 1998 when curling was 
re-introduced to the Olympic programme and I very much look forward to the introduction of 
wheelchair curling Mixed Doubles, as they prepare for their participation in the 2026 Paralympic 
Winter Games as an additional medal event. 

Away from the ice, we see many of our initiatives gathering pace.   

With the decisions taken today, changes within the Board may see us introducing independent 
Directors to ensure the widest possible range of skills, and shape the strategic approach of the 
Federation over the coming years. 

We also have succession issues to consider, which is just part of the work of our Structural Review 
Group. Not forgetting our on-going eight versus ten ends debate — which incidentally, has been 
with us for a long time. In fact since before I first became involved with the World Curling 
Federation in 1998. This will need to be considered further and then finally voted on at next year’s 
Congress. 

Decisions taken today has confirmed our position that we are always looking at best practices 
throughout sport, as we consider any possible governance or management changes. We are 
continually evaluating our approach to the stewardship of curling, with the purpose of bringing us 
up to speed with contemporary standards. 

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the representatives who are demitting office for 
their time with the Federation. At this time I would like to mention John Burns who has been a 
representative for Irish Curling Federation for the last 16 years. John you were always ready with 
questions and comments and I know that these were very much appreciated particularly by our 
smaller member associations. I should also add that during this time, you officiated at many of our 
events and in particular the Pacific Asia Championships where initially, you travelled at your own 
expense. We will most certainly miss your good council and of course your wonderful sense of 
humour – a huge thank you. 

To the new representatives I look forward to meeting you in person and presenting each of you 
with your official medal, badge and tie or scarf and of course welcoming you formally into the 
Federation. 

Finally I would like to once more thank the Board and all members of our Committees and 
Commissions who have worked diligently over the past year, and I have every confidence that they 
will continue to do so over the next 12 months. Not forgetting of course our first class staff under 
the excellent leadership of Colin our Secretary General – keep up the great work!  

We have all been isolated in one way or another by the COVID pandemic and, as the world emerges 
to the ‘new normal,’ we look forward to seeing the return of curlers to their various ice rinks and 
clubs across the globe, and I hope to meet as many members of our curling family as I can, during 
my final year in office. 
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I promise to continue to work hard on your behalf, to represent the Federation on the International 
Stage, and do everything I can to ensure our sport is in the best possible shape prior to handing 
over to my successor. 

I would also like to thank Molly Gillen and Graham Thomson from QTV for the production of 
today’s meeting and to Peter Fowler from Lumi for conducting and taking us through the voting 
procedure.  

I now formally close today’s Annual General Assembly and very much look forward to seeing 
everyone over the coming months in Las Vegas for the Open Meetings and next September in 
Lausanne for the 2022 WCF Congress” 

 


